44.	CAESAR      IN       ABYSSINIA
heads swathed in bandages. Concealment of the features
from the vulgar is believed by the conservatives in Abyssinia
to be essential to the dignity of rank ; sometimes only an
ancient nose takes the air. There were many younger
men, as well as Mohammedans from Jimma, Harrar and
the Ogaden. The whole swarmed on to the floor of the
Parliament, and the Ministers occupied their high scats in
mantles of brown, mauve, grey, blue and black. They
looked up to three boxes where on the left sat Ras
Mulugeta, the Minister of War, the Abuna, head of the
Ethiopian Coptic Church (fast asleep), and the Echcgi,
chief Abbot of the monasteries of Ethiopia. On the right
were Court officials.
At midday a pink silk veil dropped from the centre box.
It disclosed the Emperor standing in his field uniform in
front of his throne. (The Emperor must not be seen by
the people in the common motions of rising or sitting.)
The Court Chamberlain took his place in the middle of
the assembly, carrying his silver-topped staff, and without
further formality the Emperor read his speech.
The Ethiopian Constitution is a young growth, and as
usual in Abyssinia the general brown public penetrated
the place of assembly as well as those more qualified to
attend as deputies. Their proportion in this case was
about three to one, but the Chamberlain, a tall and martial
aristocrat, kept them with their backs to the wall through-
out. The Parliament at Sparta must, I think, have been
somewhat similar.
It must be remembered that at this time those who
wished to save the face of the League had other plans in
reserve in case the 1906 Treaty broke down. They pro-
posed to concentrate on the so-called lawlessness and
backwardness of Ethiopia, which had nothing to do either
with Italian designs upon her or with the more local dispute
at Walwal. But it could be used to press upon the Emperor
a League mandate and to recommend such a scheme to
an ignorant public opinion in Great Britain : in fact, the
" lion's share " under a mandate would go to Italy, as the
Press* later explained. Ingenuously it was added that
this procedure would not only be bound to satisfy Italy,
but would be easiest to follow because neither of the other
two great Powers were interested to impose themselves

